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Patrioitic, political, and personal solo accoustic alt.country rock  seethe the martin guitar in the hands and

the harmonica around the make out "The Big Hit" is a small bit of folk in a complicated world-wide 10 MP3

Songs ROCK: Americana, FOLK: Political The Big Hit Songs Details: "The Big Hit" is a small bit of folk in

a complicated world-wide Acoustic blues, intimate alt.country, a small rock and roll; old school American

music. Liberal patriotic tunes on one hand, and a few tunes about unrequited love, or loves that went on a

small too long on the other, in the grand American tradition of music from the people. Track 9, "Green

Valleys of Tennessee" is an intimate view of a soldier on the field. Track 2, "Four Years too Long" is that

kinda regret from leaving someone a bit too late. Track 1, "Gas To Albuquerque Blues" is a punchy, tight

blues number with rollickin' blues harmonica. and Track 10, "Selfish" is what happens when you get a

audience to sing along with an anti-inspirational confessional pop song: "I decided today to be a small

more selfish; oh, I decided today to be a small more mean. It ain't in my nature but neither is success, and

I'd rather be dirty than a f*in' failure and clean." I like all of them; but those four might be a place to start.

Lyrics, free music, and what "The Big Hit" means are all here: thebighitalbum.com/ You want to follow the

life of the brightest star mixing progressive politics, acoustic folk rock, and economic theory,

thebighitalbumis the place to go and this is the album to have. Want the mp3s? Then check out:

mp3tunes.com/AndreasDuusPape
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